Numeracy Circle: Exit Pass ideas to enhance reflection

**Numeracy Circle – Exit Pass**

1. What I did well in today’s circle....

2. A question I still have about today’s lesson is...

**Numeracy Circle – Exit Pass**

1. How well I understood today’s problem

   Not at all         Really well
   1     2     3     4     5

2. I used __________________________
   (strategy) because __________________________
   __________________________
   __________________________

3. How well did it work?

   Not at all         Really well
   1     2     3     4     5

4. Another strategy I could have used is;

**Numeracy Circle – Exit Pass**

1. What I did well in today’s circle....

2. What could my group do better next time?

**Numeracy Circle – Exit Pass**

1. From today’s circle I learnt......

2. One question I still have from today’s circle......
**Numeracy Circle – Exit Pass**

1. Something that the person sitting on my left did well today was......

2. One thing they can do next time to improve is......